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ABSTRACT: The new line Cologne-Frankfurt is the centerpiece of the German and the future European high
speed traffic network and links important national and international long-distance lines (Figure 1). With a
planned maximum speed of 300 km/h and seven stops time for travelling will be reduced significantly. At the
184 km long new line a total of 18 bridges (total length = 6 km) and 30 tunnels (total length = 47 km) will be
constructed. This report is about two particular tunnel projects (Wandersmann-Tunnel and Schulwald-Tunnel)

which are being excavated under difficult rock and groundwater conditions. Due to several extraordinary
geotechnical conditions such as underpassing a highway with a cover of about 15-20 m in NATM and driving
through a landslide area by means of a large diameter shield machine, the drivings are accompanied by an
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intensive geotechnical monitoring programme.

l WANDERSMANN-TUNNEL NORTH
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1.1 Ground
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With a maximum covering of 20 m the tunnel route

lies entirely within semisolid Tertiary clay
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(Rupelton) -and mainly below the groundwater level,
partly in the area of a landslide (Fig. 2). The Tertiary
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clay can be once more divided in several layers
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regarding colour and mechanical aspects. The upper
layer is about 15 m to 20 m thick, partly intensive
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jointed and groundwater-bearing. Within it
obviously local as well as regional sliding
mechanismen occurred. A layer of compact,
aquifuge clay follows footwall. This layer is
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underlain by sands and marls of the Sonderfacies of
the Oligocen with subartesian groundwater level up
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Figure 1. German and future European high-speed traffic
network and project sites.
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Figure 2. Geological longitudinal section Wandersmann-Tunnel.
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1.2 Construction technique

Due to geomorphological and geotechnical
conditions up to 220 m long and up to 22 m deep
starting and exit pits on both portals are constructed.

The chosen timbering with bored piles (diameter
1,2 m) and several stiffening niveaus was staticly
proofed to bear all loads inclusive load resulting
from the slide mass (Fig. 3).
The highway BAB A3 is driven under in an acute

angle. The allowed settlements are limited to 5 cm
due to tunnelling.

Therefore, the Wandersmann-Turmel is driven

with two single-tracked pipes protected by a
groundwater lowering, each of which is about 900 m
long, by means of a shield machine with step by step
excavation and up to 75 percent mechanical support

Figure 4. Shield machine with mechanical support of the face.

of the face with steel plates (Fig. 4). The shield

the behaviour of the ground due to excavation is

diameter is 11,50 m; the preliminary fitting is done
with reinforced concrete segments. The final lining
consists of an water-tight internal formwork.

measured by means of additionally installed pressure
cells within the preliminary segment lining as well
as by extensometer and inclinometer monitoring and
a continuous surface nivellement in the entire area of
the highway. All data are available online.

The sliding area itself is secured meanwhile

construction phase by a permanent groundwater
lowering. After finishing the construction of the

tunnels the landslide will be secured with reinforced
borepiles (diameter 1,2 m) in a raster of 5 m parallel
and 20 m vertical to the isolines and which are fixed

in bedrock ground in a depth of about 8 m under
sliding surface. The computing model for seeming
the slope in this case determines the security against

1.3.1 Slope area

The geotechnical mapping and monitoring
meanwhile excavation of the starting pit confirmed
the predicted geological situation especially relating

sliding for a well-known sliding mass and its

to the explored depth of the sliding surface 10 m

resulting force.

under surface. In figure 6 the results of an

inclinometer (lN 310, see figure 3) are shown

1.3 Geotechnical monitoring

in two directions; in this case only the direction

exemplary. The inclinometers are measured usually

The excavation of the Wandersmann-Tunnel is

accompanied by an extensive geodetic and
geotechnical meastuing programme both below and
on the surface. In defined cross sections (figure 5)
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Figure 3. Plan view, geotechnical monitoring of slope area.
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Figure 5. Geotechnical monitoring, cross section.
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injected steel pipe roof shelter within the sliding
mass. The covering was about 6 m. The shield
construction itself caused loosening respectively a
collapse of soil in front of the face. Hence, the

=
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protection of a freezing section of about 20 m length
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parallel to the dip of the slope is visualized.

Perpendicular to the dip of the slope any
deformation occtured. The deformations of all

inclinometers are directly associated with excavation
activities regarding the pit excavation as well as the
shield driving. This is the indirect evidence for the
slope’s little stability nearby r| = 1.
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1.3.2 Shield driving
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Settlements and convergences within the tunnel are
measured in continuous distances (10 m - 25 m). The

shield driving began under the protection of a

further driving had to carried out under the
(figure 7).

The first 250 m of shield driving are characterized
by large deformations at the undeveloped surface (up

to 33 cm) but deformation within the tunnel of not
more than 2 cm settlement. Under respect of the

allowed deformation of 5 cm maximtun for

undercrossing the highway several correctional

measures have been taken to limit these
defonnations. The results are given in figure 8 where

the deformation belonging to several construction
steps are exaggerated. It is very obvious that the
main defonnations arose within step C and D. Here

the soil is unsupported as well within the entire

length of the shield as imtil the segments are erected
and formation stabilizer is injected. On reaction of

this situation the shield has been modified and a
preliminary formation stabilizer in the area of the
Tunnel Wandelsmann
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Figure 7. Freezing section, starting point of driving.
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Figure 8. Settlement depression due to shield driving, cross
section MQ2.

limitation of 6 cm in the area of the highway at the
moment. The magnitude of deformation causes any
problems for the highway and rumiing traffic due to
the acute angle of the trace and a slight settlement
depression.

After finishing the driving of the first tunnel the

~ b`\ direction
of
excavation

shield machine will be disassemblied and once more
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shield is injected now. The effect is a further

lntermetric Vertical - Inclinometer 310
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prepared for the second driving of about 800 m
length parallel to the first tunnel.

2 SCHULWALD-TUNNEL

-20 m jj

The ground was explored by 65 up to 80 m deep
drillings. Two_,of these exploration drillings were

-25 m J

carried out as 50° declined drillings within the portal
zones, 52 drillings were developed into groundwater
measuring points and four into inclinometers. Apart

results after 215 days of monitoring

Figure 6. Results of inclinometer measurements.

from the soil- and rock mechanical lab-_ and
fieldtests a hydrogeological investigation was

carried out in order to predict the potential
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Figure 9. Predicted geological situation.

South

ground surface
l-» ll Ihlshway
A3) |-- I

Figure 10. Particular excavation steps.

manipulation of neighbouring potable water
reservoirs due to the tunnel driving. With the
procedure of the seismic renaction rock areas which
from the geological documentation were indicated as

heavily faulted zones were investigated in detail.
The tunnel line itself was explored on a length of
more than 3.800 m from the south to the north in a

combined procedure of seismic renaction and

reflexion. In the portal areas and in valleys
geotechnical measurements led to detailled
information of the underground.
2_1 Ground

The sum of the results of the geotechnical,
tectonical, hydrogeological and geophysical

exploration lead up to the predicted geological
longitudinal section presented in figure 9. The

Schulwald-Turmel is situated at the southeastern

edge of the Rhenish Massif within a tectonic
transitional zone between the Upper Rhine Graben
and the Lower Rhenian Depression. In the southern

part the tectonic transition to the Upper Rhine

Graben is tunnelled through. The ground is charact
erised by an intensive change in lithology of week
and very hard phyllites.The rock is very intensely

and deeply weathered and tectonically stressed
within the entire area of the line. In the middle
section of the Schulwald-Tunnel Tertiary sands are

predicted to be only a few metres apart nom the
tunnel roof. In the north there is a stratigraphic
transition up to an entirely weathered sericite gneiss.

Parallel to the line quartz-filled, water-conducting
tension fractures are striking. The groundwater level
is at a maximum of 51 m, the greatest covering of
rock is 60 m above the turmel roof. The ribbon in
figure 9 shows the variance of the highest and lowest
groundwater levels measured during the controlling
period. From laboratory testing the phyllites are to

be announced as soft rock with a unconfined

compression strength of 5 MPa in average, but not
exceeding more than 10 MPa.

2.2 Construction technique

The double-tracked Schulwald-Tunnel with a full
sectiofi of about 156 ml is constructed in NATM
with partial drivings. There are 4 starting points
available. The particular excavation steps are shown
in a longitudinal section in Figure 10. A pilot tunnel

(clear section ~ 30 mz) hurrying on ahead is
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Figure 11. Tunnel design and support for extrem weak rock

constructed from the starting points and within
difficult rock areas. From time to time this pilot
tunnel is once more divided into an upper and a
lower half due to major stability problems of the
face within totally weathered and intensely stressed

rock. The crown area is secured by 12 m long

Figure 12. Geotechnical monitoring, cross section

shotcrete lining as well as by extensometer
monitoring (Figure 12). All data are available online
for all those involved.

injection fore-piles with 4 m overlapping length. In

weak rock areas the immediate support is

2.4 Deformation

strengthened in general. The shotcrete invert lining
of the pilot tunnel as well as the invert lining of the
crown are rounded out deeply (Figure 11).

In Figure 13 results of deformation measurements of

integrated in the systematic bolting of the crown.

the northem driving are shown. Slight differences
regarding time-settlement behaviour of the mainly
weathered phyllites in the northern section and the
mainly tectonically stressed phyllite in the southern
section of the Schulwald-tunnel are obvious . Both
drivings are excavated under equally conditions

Due to the results of geotechnical mapping and

regarding overburden and excavation class.
In general up to now following major results can
be noted:

Depending on the results of the geotechnical
monitoring the bolting of the pilot tunnel is stretched

up to 12 m long injection bolts. These bolts are

reused after widening of the crown and are
The effect of this measure is to create an immediate
support of the crown resp. of the rock bearing ring.

monitoring of the pilot tunnel after widening of the
crown the crown feet in some cases are constructed
with a width of up to 1,2 m. However, these widened
crown feet can be supplied with a invert lining, if
deformation exceeds previously determined limits.

0 The roof settlements due to driving of the pilot
tunnel are very low (1 cm to 3 cm), except station
170 of northem driving with a maximum value of
8.5 cm.
0 The convergences of the subdivided pilot tunnel

The driving is carried out with groundwater

are larger than the convergences of the crown.

This should be explained with the late ring

lowerings resp. -relaxations hurrying on ahead.

closure (6 m from face) due to the subdividing of
the pilot tunnel.

2.3 Geotechnical monitoring

0 The maximiun crown feet settlement is about

The excavation of the Schulwald-Tunnel is
accompanied by an extensive geodetic and

0 The deformations resulting from bench- and

8 cm.

invert excavation are very low.

geotechnical measuring programme both below and
on the surface. Settlements and convergences within
the tunnel are measured in permanent distances (25
m - 50 m) and are supplied by further measurements,
e. g. in the course of ttmnelling through fault zones.
In defined cross sections the behaviour of rock due
to excavation is measured by means of additionally

0 The main deformation arise in the course of the
widening ofthe pilot tunnel up to full section of
the crown r€sp. within the top heading and in the
southem driving amount to a maximum of 8 cm,
in the northem driving to a maximum of 10 cm

0 The sum of deformation resulting from all
excavation steps reaches about 21 cm roof

installed pressure cells within the preliminary

settlement at maximum, but 12 cm to 14 cm in
average.
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Figure 13.Northern driving, deformations at the surface and within the tunnel due to particular excavation steps..

0 As long as there is no ring closure Within the
phyllites a creeping rate in deformation of about
0,27 mm/day in average can be noted.
0 No deformation occurs after the ring closure.
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